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'*(,$#-&'*(,$#-& #%#% 2-4#2-4# &.#-<*),4*1&.#-<*),4*1 &!&1"$&1&!&1"$&1, %,!%,! .#-<$#.#-<$# #:$*-,1#:$*-,1 – 4*$&44*$&4 (&-:&(&-:&

 

“1#/#%"$*(,7& 2 49&1 ;&- :#!,$*4& 4# "#$& 1#'(&4#- 7,%1 $&0%>*-&. /2:*)& 4# #%/&.*/.2%# >#(&#- !,!*;,-#, !#0%#! !#1 7*!4*0,
%#5 '#('"#- 7*'$*4%# 4#$&;?*, ?$*(#8*%& 28%, #'(,)*(& 0#'4# 4# "#$1 2+$* &1* $0%>-,)4&, "&"/,1 1#'(7& $#%,”- 0#-#5'#4#
#!*%&+*(!# %*@&1,%!# 4*$&4 (&-:!# 49*1, 20 -,*!)*%1 0#!#%"2( 6%*1+,-8*%*-5&#3*.

4*$&4 (&-:& 1#1.2!%,  “")&(&1& !*%&,.&1” 1#+,-8*%*-5&, 4#%)#37& !,2(,4-*(#4 7*!,$&4# !#7&-, %,5# 6%*1+,-8*%*-5&&1
4#1#;?*)#4 ?$*(#8*%& !3#4 #% &?,, "2!5# #!#1 2'*%'2(,)# #% 7*2/!-&#. %*@&1,%!# 0$&"'%#, %,! 1&#!,$-*)&" 4#(*$4# ?#$#1.
!,0$&?$# &!&1 7*1#'*)#5, %,0,% !,*;,-# /#%"2(& 1#!3#%*2(,, 0#-1#+2"%*)&" '#=#62%&, %,!*(&5 ?$*(&1# 4# 62%&1 +,!)&-#5&#4
#'1-#. (&-:!# &1&5 0$&"'%#, %,! %*1.,%#-7& !,!9*%#(& /#(& 0#&5-,, $&-5, !&1& #3%&", )%,4$*&3* 2-4# 0#!,4&,4*1.

%*@&1,%& 4#23#%*)(#4 6#12',)4# @2%-#(&1.*)&1 7*+&"'$*)1, >&%&"#4#4 +& .%#-15*-4*-.#(2%& !*4&.#5&&1, &-16&%#5&&1 4#
1#/#%"$*(,1 7*1#'*) 2;*$4# 1#2)#%&, (&-:1 1*/12#(2%& 7*$&;%,*)&1 7*1#'*)#5 A+&"'*1, %,!*(!#5 #! ),(, 4%,1 A,(&$24&
!,&5$#. %*@&1,%&1 0#-54&", #! !'%&$ 1&.2#5&# 2+*"*1,)&1+*- &5$(*)#:

“%#5 7**'*)# 1*/12#(2% 7*$&;%,*)#1, :*!"$&1 … /#(*)& ?,$*("$&1 "#$1 !*1'!&#-… !#0%#! #/ 1#1#5&(, &1##, %,! +#5*)&
0#-1'$#$4*)&#- /#(*)&10#-. /#(*)& "#$&1*)2%#4, 0#%+$*2(& 03&" #%&#- !,;?,)&(-& 4#, !* !0,-&, *1 &1 03##, %,!*(&5 +#5,)%&,)#1
#>(*)&-*)1/#$&"#%*)1. A#%$& $#&-7.#&-&1 1+#-4#(& 4# 1*/12#(2%& 7*$&;%,*)&1 1#+&"'& #%#!',(,4 +&-,)&3-*17&, ?$*(0#-, !"*(
!1,8(&,7& #7+#%#$4*)#. !0,-&#, %,! ?$*(#8*%& #! +2"'&" 2+*"*1,)&1+*- &5$(*)# 6#.#%# -#)&<*)&", !#0%#! 2+*"*1& '4*)#.
4#!#(2(& 5'#44*)#, 5'#44*)# 5',$%*)&1 1'$#4#1'$# ),%,.& !'#%* 4# *1 *%"-*%"& ),(,#, %,!(&1 7*1#'*)#5 0#5'#44#. *1 >#(&#-
+#%0&#, %#40#- /#(*)& #9#% &/-*)&#- .%#$!&%*)2(&”.
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%*@&1,%!# 0$&"'%#, %,! /#%"2(& +&-,1 7*1#'*) #%#8*%& &5&1, &1*$* %,0,%5 1'$# /$*?-*)&1 +&-*!#.,0%#8&1 7*1#'*) 5,4-# #% #/$1,
%#40#-, %,0,%5 "#$#4 #!),)1, +&-,1 0#4#9*)# 2?$#%1 4# #%# +&-,1 7*1;#$(#:
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“027&- 0#$&0*, %,! 8*(&-& >#(&#- #8#1*)4# /#%"2( +&-,1 4# ?$*(#1 2%:*$4# !&1 -#'$#1. #!&.,! !#/$1 0#-54#, %,! 8&(!*)&1
0#4#9*)# 4# 3,0#4#4 '*(,$-*)# 1#/#%"$*(,1 >(&*%& !'#%*#. #!#1 A#*%7&5 +& $0%>-,). '*(,$-*)&1"$&1 *1 0#-1#+2"%*)2(&
#40&(&#”.

0#'4*)# "2 #%# !&1"$&1 1#/#%"$*(, +,-+%*.2(& &-16&%#5&&1 ;?#%,, -#"*(& #%##, %,0,%5 *1 6,(,-*"&1 7*!"'$*$#7& !,'4#
8&(!&1"$&1 “7&-#0#-& &!6*%&#”.

“?$*(# #40&(1 #/$1 0%>-,)#, #!),)*-, %,! ?$*(# /$*?#-#1 "#$&1 %,(& #/$1 !1,8(&,1 ,<#'7&, !#" #/$" "#$&1& 8#/.2%#, '#1&#"&,
+2(.2%#. >#(&#- )*$%& %#!##, %#1#5 &0%>-,), %,5# "/$*-1 /$*?#-#7& :#!,'$#(. 1#/#%"$*(,1 0#-1#+2"%*)2(#4 +#%0& 0#-54#
!,#/$1. )*$% #40&(#1 #% $?,8&($#% 1#/#%"$(,7&, !#0%#! #! #40&(!# 1'$4#1'$# &4**)& 2+$* 0#!&:&-#. !&"'%*1, %,! 8,.,*)1
0#!,!&03#$-&#-, ;&-#1;#% #%#8*%& $&5&", !#0%#! 1#/#%"$*(, &4**)&1"$&1 4&4*)2( 7*1#>(*)(,)*)1 8(,)1,”- 0$&"'%#
%*@&1,%!#, %,!*(1#5 +,1.2!3* 4#!#0%*)2(& A/,-4# 1#/#%"$*(,1# 4# #!*%&+&1 4%,7*)&1 )%,7&.

4*&$&4 (&-:& ")&(&17& 20.11.17 8,.,: -*.0#3*"&/!#%&#! ),0$*%#>*

(&-:&1 $&3&.& 2+#$7&%4*)# !&1& 1#'*(,)&1 8,-4&1 1#/#%"$*(,7& 4##%1*)#1, %,!*(&5 2017 ;(&1 &$(&17& 4#82>-4#. 8,-4&1
1#/!&#-,)&1 >&%&"#4& !&!#%"2(*)*)&# 4*$&4 (&-:&1 1#'*(,)&1 #!*%&+2(& 2-&$*%1&.*.&1# 4#  A +(#1&1 +&-,8*1.&$#(&1
4##%1*)# 4# TM (.%#-15*-4*-.#(2%& !*4&.#5&&1) 6%,0%#!&1 !*7$*,)&" .%#$!2(& 1.%*1&1 /$*7 !?,8& #4#!&#-*)&1
81&/,(,0&2%& %*#)&(&.#5&#. 1;,%*4 #! 1#+&"'*)"#- 4#+#$7&%*)&" 0#!#%"#$1 %*@&1,%& 7*'$*4%*)1 ")&(&17&.4*$&4 (&-:&
.%#-15*-4*-.#(2% !*4&.#5&#1 !&1!# 4#! #3&#%#. 1#-#! .%#-15*-4*-.#(2% !*4&.#5&#1 #9!,#:*-4#, !#- !*4&.#5&&1 )*$%& 8,%!&1
7*1#'*) ;#&+&"'#, "2!5# "#$#4$* #!),)1, %,! !&1& 7*1#8*%&1& $*% &6,$#:

“?,$*("$&1 !*1!,4# 8%#3#, %,! -#!4$&(& )*4-&*%*)# #% #%&1 0#%*", %,! *1 )*4-&*%*)# :$*-1 7&0-&"##, !#0%#! *1 8%#3# #%
0$*2)-*)# #! )*4-&*%*)#!4* %,0,% 2-4# !&$&4*", 4# !* 4#$&;?* 8&/%&, 1#4## *1 “7&0-&"”? 02(7&, !2'(*)7& "2 1#4? :$*- :$*-1
"#$1 '7&%#4 %,0,%5 1'*2(1 &1* $'*4#$". #!&1 7*!4*0 !*4&.#5&&" 4#$&-.*%*14&, &/-*) *1 #%&1 03#, %,! “7&0-&"” #9!,$#:&-," 4#
*1 )*4-&*%*)# $&6,$,". &1&5 #9!,$#:&-*, %,! >#(&#- )*$%& 1#'&1 !*4&.#5&# #%1*),)1, )*$%& ;#$&+&"'*, !#0%#! :*!"$&1 7*1#8*%&1&
$*% $&6,$*. ?$*(#8*%& !,!*;,-#, %#5 :*!!# 4#! .*/-&+&1 7*1#'*) !&"'%#, "2!5# 28%, !-&7$-*(,$#-& &1##, %,! !&1 '!#7& 5$(&(*)#
7*$-&7-*, !&1 '!#7& !*.& "$&"4#<*%*)# 4# )*4-&*%*)# &0%>-,),4#. !#7&- $"/$&, %,! #! .*/-&+&1 4#28(*)# !12%4#”.

(&-:& !&&:-*$1, %,! 1.%*1&, 2#%?,8&"& *-*%0&#, 78,"$#, ;-*'&, 1&>2($&(&, 7*!,/!*4*)&",)&1 !.*%&# 4# !#1 +(#$1. "2!5#
6*%1,-#(2%#4 (&-:&1"$&1 .%#-15*-4*-.#(2% !*4&.#5&#1 7*!,/!*4*)&",)&1 6%,)(*!# #% 0#4#2=%&#, !#1 "#$4#<*%*)2(,)#
7*1>&-#.

“&! 4%,1 +%*#.&2(& $&?#$&, !#0%#! "$&"4#<*%*)2(,)# !#+(4#, )*$%1 $78,"#$4& 4# $)%#3,)4&, 4#/,%;&-*)2(& $&?#$& 4# #!
)%#31 :*!& 6&%$*( 5,(&1+*- !&$!#%"#$4& 4# !&1& 5',$%*)# <,<,'*"1 4#$#!10#$1*. $##-#(&3*)4& %#1#5 $#+*"*)4&, !#0%#! $*%
$:*%4*),4&. 0#)%#3*)2(& $&?#$& 4# !#13* $&?%&4& <#$%1. !#1 7*!4*0 %#5 .%#-5*-4*-.#(2%& !*4&.#5&# 4#$&;?*, ,% +$&%#7&,
!,$&4# 4# !+&"'# %# !=&%4#, 4#$#321.*, %#1 02(&1'!,)4#, !#- +& !+&"'#, %#.,! #9#% $)%#34*),4& 4# !* !&$'$4&, %,! #!#1
!54*(,)&1 0#%*7* !&$#9;&*. :*!1 5,(1 2+$* +#%0#4 $*/5*,4&, )*4-&*%& $'4*),4& 4# 28%, "$&"4#<*%*)2(&”, – 0#-#5'#4#
(&-:!#.



(&-:& 54&(,)1 ?$*(#8%&10#- 4#4*)&" *-*%0&# !&&9,1, 0#-1#+2"%*)&" +& *1 !&1 1#!27#,1 *'*)#, !&1& %:*$#5 #'(0#3%4*)&1"$&1
3,0#4#4 4# 0#-1#+2"%*)&" %*@&1,%*)&1"$&1, &!#7& !40,!#%*,)1, %,! %#1#5 #+*"*)*-, &!&10#- ?,$*(49&2%#4 &1&#!,$-,-:

“>#(&#- )*$%& #4#!&#-& !27#,)1 &!&1"$&1, %,! 82(& 0#!,&!27#$,1, 7*&>(*)# 12(#5 #% !,1;,-4*" &1, %#1#5 #+*"*)*-, !#0%#!
82(&1"$&1 7%,!,)*-. !<*%# %,! 7*1#>(*)*(&#, &!&" !&$&9," 1&#!,$-*)# %#1#5 $#+*"*)". !<*%# &!&1&5, %,! 1&#!,$-*)## &1,
1#&4#-5 )*4-&*%*)# !,4&1, #!&.,!#5 $1#2)%,) .%#-15*-4*-.#(2%& !*4&.#5&&1 7*1#'*). #!&.,!#5 $2;*$ !#1 %*+,!*-4#5&#.
#'#(0#3%4*)1 $2%:*$4&, %,! ?,$*(49* &1&#!,$-,-, %,4*1#5 +#!*%&" 4#%)&#-, &1&#!,$-,- (#!#3& +#4%*)&", %,!*(1#5
0#4#&9*)*-. 2+#- %,4*1#5 $&'*4*)&, 7*&>(*)# <&(4,*)& #% !&!&9&# 4# #%5 !2(.&!&(&,-*%& $#%, !#0%#! !&?$#%1 %#1#5 $#+*"*) 4#
!#%"(#5 >#(&#- +#%0& -#!27*$%*)& !#/$1. *1 #%&1 !"#$%&, 0&?$#%4*1 1#!27#,”,- #!),)1 (&-:&.

%*@&1,%&1"$&1 .%#-15*-4*-.#(2%& !*4&.#5&# &1 1#72#(*)##, %,!(&"#5 &! 0#->#!4* 2-4# !&'$&4* %,!*(&5 #4#!&#-7&#. (&-:1 &1
1&!#%.&$*5 !,1;,-1, %#1#5 #4#!&#-&10#- .%#-15*-4*.#(2%& !*4&.#5&# !,&"',$1.

“*1 #%5 %*(&0&## 4# #%5 +2(.&#, !* #%#14%,1 #% :#$*;*%*),4& %#&!* +2(.7&. #% 0=&%4*)#", %,! %#!*7& 0#;*$%&#-4*" 4# #.7.
"/$*- 2)%#(,4 $#%<&7,)" %*02(#%2(#4 4# ?$*(#8*%& 2+*"*1& '4*)#”.

4*&$&4 (&-:& ")&(&17& 20.11.17 8,.,: -*.0#3*"&/!#%&#! ),0$*%#>*

%*@&1,%!# (#!&1 +&-,4 #/5&# &! !,!*-.&1 #9;*%#, "2 %,0,% &/!-*)# +&-,#!)*)& 4# *1 "#$1#.*'1 7*#4#%#, *%"0$#% “6#3(1”
%,!*(1#5 #;?,):

“?$*(#8*%& “6#3(&1” 8,%!&" #%1*),)1 4# "2 !* #! 6#3(&1 *%"& -#.*'& !#/$1, !#1 #/$1 '#1&#"&, $'*4#$ !#1 %,0,%5 6&%,$-*)#1, %#
#5$&#, !*1!&1 !&1& '!#, $'$*4#$ %,0,% !27#,)1, !#0%#! !*.& #%#8*%& $&5&, "2!5# *1 -#;&(& !&?$#%1 4# #! 6#.#%# -#;&(3* $8&/%,). #1*
:-4*)&#- 1'$# -#;&(*)& 4# !* !#" $&=*%, !#" "#$!,?%#1 $54&(,), "2!5# 7*&>(*)# &1&-& 1#*%",4 $*% *;?,),4-*- *%"!#-*"1. #1*
&/!-*)&#- #!)*)&”.

%*@&1,%!# 0#-1#+2"%*)2(#4 &1#2)%# &! ;#%!,1#'$&" /#(3*, %,!*(!#5 !#13* 4&4& 3*0#$(*-# &/,-&#. "$#(*)4#'2=2(& (&-:&
0$&?$*),4# 7&7$*(& /#(&1 &1.,%&#1, %,!*(&5 !#1"#- 1&)-*(&4#- !&$&4#:

“4&#', !* !&?$#%1 /#(*)&. !&?$#%1 &4*# #4#!&#-*)&1#, %,!(*)&5 1&)-*(&4#- 0#!,4&#-. *1 /#(& !#7&- $-#'*, %,5# 6#.#%# $&?#$&, 9#!*
&?, 4# &1 1&)-*(&4#- !,$&4#. 7&7$*(& &?, 4# 6&%& 1&1'(&#-& A/,-4#. #()#" -#5*!& &?,, /!#%!# #- !*0,)#%!# +#5!# 15*!#. *1
.%#$!2(& 15*-# &?,, !#0%#! :*!"$&1 4&4& !-&7$-*(,)# A/,-4#, *1 /#(& >#(&#-, >#(&#- 8*%!+%"#(& &?,, !#-#!4* 7&7$*(& /#(&
#%#14%,1 !&-#'#$1 4# #!#- 4&4& 0#$(*-# &/,-&#. :*!& 6#.#%# >!# :*!"#- *%"#4 &?, 4# .&%&(& 4#&;?,, #% $&5,4& %,0,%
4#$'!#%*),4&. :*!& 8&(!*)&1 !10#$1#4, /#(*)&  >#(&#- >#(&#- )*$% 8&(!7& #%&#-. :*!1 8&(!*)7& +#5*)&5 #%&#-, ?$*(#8*%&
4#+#$7&%*)2(&# &!#1"#-, %,0,% !,/!*4*)*- 6*%1,-#@*)& *%"!#-*"3* #! +&-,&1.,%&#7&. '*(,$#-& #% 2-4# &.#-<*),4*1 &!&1"$&1,
%,! .#-<$# #:$*-,1, *1 1&'#%2(&" 1#$1* 0#!,54&(*)# 2-4# &?,1”.



4*&$&4 (&-:& ")&(&17& 20.11.17 8,.,: -*.0#3*"&/!#%&#! ),0$*%#>*

2-&$*%1&.*.&1 4##%1*)#1"#- 4#+#$7&%*)&" (&-:!# 027&- 0#!#%"# 7*'$*4%# 1#/#%"$*(,1 6#%(#!*-.7&.  !&2'*4#$#4 &!&1#, %,! #!
2-&$*%1&.*.&1 4##%1*)# !-&7$-*(,$-#4 !&&:-*$1 "#$#4 "$(&1, %,! #+#4*!&2%& 1;#$(&1#1 4%,1 +#%0#$4#. (&-:& !&&:-*$1, %,!
7*!,/!*4*)&",)&1 1;#$(# 7*2>(*)*(&#, !#0%#! .*/-&+2%& 5,4-# #1*$* !-&7$-*(,$#-4 !&#:-&#.

“1;#$(# %#!&1 +*"*)&" !-&7$-*(,$#-&#, &-.*(*/.2#(2%& 5,4-#, %,!*(1#5 &1!*- '#-4#'#- /%*)#, %*#(2%#4 +*"*)&" 1;#$(,)”,-
#!),)1 %*@&1,%&.

http://netgazeti.ge/news/233741/


Translated

AN ARTIST SHOULD NOT SUFFER IN ORDER TO 
EXPRESS SUFFERING – DAVID LYNCH

I arrived here two days ago and I felt far away from home. I liked streets and architecture very 
much but as soon as I started to meet with people, everything became very close and I felt like I 
was at home,” – said David Lynch at the press conference held today on the 20th of November.

David Lynch entered the conference room of “Tbilisi Marriott” unexpectedly when everything was 
ready for the beginning of the press-conference, but it didn’t cause any embarrassment. The 
film director said he’d drink a cup of coffee with great pleasure, shared with us how he liked 
Georgian cuisine, especially Khachapuri which he explained as a combination of bread and 
cheese. Lynch also told us that he met a singer lady at the restaurant which he thinks should 
appear on Broadway. 

The director answered all the questions of the journalists with readiness. He mainly spoke about 
Transcendental Meditation, inspiration and Georgia. Lynch was asked about sexual harassment 
which lately was so widespread in Hollywood. According to the film director situation in this di-
rection changes into better side:

“As for me sexual harassment… Women always fall on me, but here the funny thing is that men 
are different from women and women are made differently and I think that this is the way that 
makes the mankind survive. Harvey Weinstein’s scandal and the question of sexual harassment 
reveals not only in film business but in the whole world, I think everything improves little by little, 
but it becomes better. The hidden becomes visible, different evil sides of life reveal and this is 
one of the latest which revealed. This is very good as women will not be traumatized anymore.”

David Lynch in Tbilisi 20.11.17 Photo: Netgazeti/ Mariam Bogveradze

The film director said, he does not know anything about Georgian cinema as well as of the 
cinema from other countries. As he says he likes to make film, not to learn it:

“I found out yesterday that Fellini appreciated Georgian cinema very much and recommended it 
to everyone, that’s why I have a feeling that shooting films and generally art is the strong side of 
Georgia. I even feel it in the air. This is special place for art.”

It’s not clear if Georgia will became a source of his inspiration as it became in case of Poland in 
the film “Inland Empire”.

“Every place has its feeling. It’s said that every country plays its role in a world family. They have 
their texture. character, culture. There are so many things that you can feel arriving in your 
country. Georgia evokes pleasant feelings. I haven’t been to many places in Georgia but these 
places already inspired me to some new ideas. I’ve been told that the photos will be sent to me, 
I don’t know anything in advance, but Georgia has great possibilities of ideas”, - said the film 
director who had a pin of Georgian-American flags on his suit. 



Translated

Lynch’s visit is related to the establishment of his foundation in Georgia which was founded in 
July of 2017. The main activities of the foundation are establishment of David Lynch American 
University and A class film festival, as well as psychological rehabilitation of people with 
post-traumatic stress disorder by mean of TM (Transcendental Meditation). These will be the 
main topics of the meetings that the director will hold in Tbilisi. It was David Lynch’s sister who 
first introduced Transcendental Meditation to him. Before discovering Transcendental Meditation 
he has read about many forms of meditations but as he says he could not find the one that was 
the most appropriate for him:

“I always heard the phrase that real happiness is not outside but it’s inside of us but this phrase 
does not teach us how to get to this inner happiness and I started to think where is this “inside”? 
In the heart, in our knees or where? We often perceive ourselves as a body. After that I got inter-
ested in meditation, maybe there is a way to discover this “inside” and find our happiness. I also 
discovered that there are very many forms of meditation, I read much but could not find the 
most relevant for me. I liked everything that my sister told me about the technique. But the most 
important is that I felt change in her voice. I felt more self-confidence and happiness in her 
voice. And then I said that I wanted to learn this technique.”  

Lynch thinks that stress, negative energy, anxiety, pressure, anger is enemy for creativity and kills 
it. But personally, for Lynch Transcendental Meditation didn’t resolve a problem of creativity but 
increased his self-confidence. 

“I was creative at that time but I had a lack of self-confidence, I had much anxiety and anger. I 
was married and I directed this anger to my first wife and I made her life a real hell. I realized 
everything I was doing but I could not stop. I was angry and I turned this anger on to her. Once 
I started Transcendental Meditation she came to me after two weeks and said, what was hap-
pening to me. I asked her to make it clear what she meant. She asked why I was not angry any-
more and I found out that I reached it without trying. I treated my wife better, I became happier 
and more self-confident”, - expressed Lynch. 

Lynch tries to get positive energy out of everything, especially it concerns his work. His advice for 
the youth generally and especially for film –makers is to enjoy what they are doing every day. 

“Very many people work in order to make money. Maybe they don’t like what they are doing but 
they work for money. I believe that it’s possible to enjoy what we are doing, I also believe that 
pleasure comes from where the happiness is. That’s why I speak about Transcendental medita-
tion and recommend it. I advise the young people to enjoy every day while running with a 
camera. Enjoy beautiful. When I look back maybe I don’t have many awards and I’m not a mul-
timillionaire, but everything that I’m doing and I really good works, this is the most important to 
love your job”, - says Lynch. 

For Lynch Transcendental meditation is the means of reaching the treasure you have inside. 
Lynch also likes that simplicity that Transcendental meditation offers to people. 

“This is not a religion, not a cult. I’d never sign up to any cult. You don’t need to assign to any-
thing etc. You just do a regular exercise and everything becomes better”. 



Translated

The film director almost turned into a film while describing how the movie stories are being cre-
ated and he compared it to a riddle, some kind of a “puzzle” that you try to assemble:

“Everything exists in a form of a puzzle and if I have one part of this puzzle, it has its mood and I 
see it as a person, how is it dressed, I hear its voice, I see how it works but I don’t know any-
thing else. But I like this part, I think about this little part. This is how the other parts are created 
and I capture them. I try to assemble them, although maybe they don’t fit into each other at all. 
This is how the stories are created.”

The film director emphasized that imaginative woman that influenced him so much. Lynch with 
eyes closed told us a story about a naked woman who came to him from the dark:

“Yes, I like women, I like the idea of people who come out of the dark. I saw this woman when I 
was a kid. It was a night and she came out of a dark. She was naked and she had a bloody 
mouth. Probably she was beaten. Her husband or her boyfriend beat her. It was a traumatic 
scene, but it was very important for me. This woman was very very pale. I’ve never seen a naked 
woman before and it had a big influence on me. My younger brother was with me and he start-
ed to cry. I didn’t know how to help him. Like in my films women participate in very many films. 
There are men too in my films. Everything is related to how the characters influence each other 
in this movie story. An artist should not suffer in order to express suffering. It should be an expe-
rience which is full of joy”. 

Lynch paid a visit in the Parliament of Georgia yesterday concerning the question of establishing 
a University. Although he finds very important establishment of this university, he thinks that he 
lost time during academic education. Lynch thinks that it’s impossible to learn creativity but tech-
nical knowledge is important for him.

“It’s important to learn by doing, intellectual knowledge that you listen to, disappears 
sometimes, you learn by really doing”, - says the film director. 


